Conversations on race and climate change

Case studies

CASE STUDY #8 by P. Madrigal

ENVISIONING AN EQUITABLE FUTURE
FOR MIAMI’S SEA LEVEL RISE CRISIS
Positionality statement
My name is Pablo Madrigal
and I am a 23 year old, senior
year university student at The
University of British Columbia.
I was born in Mexico and moved
to Canada 10 years ago and I
now hold Canadian citizenship.
Being the son of two doctors,
I grew up in a privileged
environment and I could never
understand to its fullest extent
what the communities I will be
talking about have had to endure
throughout generations of
oppression and marginalization.
However, growing up queer in
Mexico has meant I’ve had to
endure some hardships myself.

Root cause analysis and
Inequalitree
For this assignment I chose a
very specific issue that limits
the amount of everyday impacts
but it’s very good example of
the horrifying influences power
dynamics have over marginalized
communities. Particularly,
highlighting how resilience

to climate change should be
an inclusive dialogue between
communities and stakeholders
in order to ensure no one is left
behind. The two most substantial
factors that have contributed
to sea-level rise over the last
20 years have been warming
ocean water temperatures contributing about 39% - and
the influx of fresh water from
melting ice sheets, ice caps, and
glaciers - contributing about
49%. (Climate Change, 2013).
The communities that will be
mostly affected by these are the
ones located in coastal areas
of the world. Heavy tourist
development in the form of
luxury condos and resorts occurs
in the more affluent areas of the
world in coastal areas such as
Florida. Miami particularly, is a
low-lying city with the majority
of the people living in elevations
less than 10m and its subtropical
location allows for frequent
cyclone activity (Genovese et. al.,
2011).

Miami

Some communities that will
experience climate gentrification
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PTSD and mental
health problems for
land defenders

Increase in
violence against
sex workers

DAILY IMPACTS

Rise in price of
electricity

Decrease in
social cohesion

Increase in disease
and birth deformities

in Miami, will be the
neighbourhood of “Little Haiti”
which has been a historically a
black neighbourhood, as well
as Liberty City which includes
undocumented migrant workers
and Latino communities.

Increase in mothers’
responsibilities
as caregivers and
agricultural producers

Intimidation
and threats

Assault and
attempted murder

Arson

Contamination of
land (decreased land
productivity, subsistence
farming, food availability)
Theft

Murder of land
defenders

Social unrest
and protests

Sexual violence and
abuse by security and
paramilitary forces

Canadian
international and
domestic law (and
climate of impunity)

Canadian International
Resource Development
Institute
Canadian International
Development Agency

Forced evictions
and displacement

Strategic lawsuits
against public
perception
(SLAPP lawsuits)

Canadian tax codes
and stock exchanges

Increase in
employment
for men

Increase in women’s
economic dependence
on men because mine
only employs men

Investment by
Hudbay (e.g. at
UBC) as a move to
innocence

STRUCTURES/INSTITUTIONS

Case studies

Investor
State Dispute
Settlements

Free Trade
Agreement
between Canada
and Guatemala

Increase in demand
for nickel from
renewable energy

Incarceration and
criminalization of
land defenders
Loss of clean water from
toxic metals and sewage
from workers (polluted
Lake Izabel)

Hudbay Skye Resources
Compañía Guatemalteca
de Níquel

Corporate social
responsibility policies
enacted by Hudbay

Lack of land title
for Q’eqchi’ and
Guatemalan domestic
law and environmental
review process

Paramilitarization,
militias, police,
security companies

UN Guiding
Principles on
Business and
Human Rights

Solway Group,
INCO, EXMIBAL
(companies that have
operated the mine at
different times)

Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (doesn’t address
violence against Indigenous
peoples in other nation-states)

UN Declaration
on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples

White supremacy

ROOT CAUSE IDEOLOGIES

Globalization

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS of
Fenix Mine in El Estor, Guatemala,
Maya Q’eqchi’ territories

Neoliberalism
and free trade
Ongoing effect of
genocicde and civil war
Racial capitalism

From Perera’s “Ineqaulitree,” used here with
appreciation. Leaves represent daily impacts
(Perera’s “everyday symptoms”), the trunk
represents structure and institutions, and
roots represent root cause ideologies.

(Neo)colonialism
Human exceptionalism
(Neo)imperialism
Cisheteropatriarchy

Extractivism

These neighbourhoods are
situated at higher elevations than
the coastal zones and because
of this, real estate developers
are looking to build new luxury
condos, elevating property values
in the area making it impossible
for the current demographic to
afford housing. This will displace
these communities away from
their homes (Keenan, 2018).
An example of this is a home
valued at 100,000 USD that
was renovated and is now listed
at 559, 000 USD, that’s almost
double the price in a span of
three years . These news are
even more shocking when you
consider the fact that low-income
marginalized communities
have been historically denied
access to waterfront locations in
“developed” countries because
forces such as white supremacy,
capitalism, and racism, allow for
these areas to be “claimed” by
wealthy developers that cater
to the rich. Under a capitalist
framework, there is an incentive
to protect valuable assets within
cities against climate change
regardless of who you are
displacing, or the communities
that will be targeted by
renovating neighbourhoods to fit

in Miami, will be the a particular
aesthetic. Waterfront properties
are seen as amenities that only
wealthy people can afford.
However, since these areas are
the ones with most exposure to
the elements and are the ones
that are at most risk, and there
is a projected decrease of about
a 10 percent in home value due
to climate change in the coast
(Chakraborty, 2014). From a
developer’s perspective, investing
in a home in a neighbourhoods
like “Little Haiti” or Liberty
city makes more sense now
when taking into account the
severe storms and increased
weather events that will be
more apparent in Florida over
the next couple of years. An
example of this was evident
following Hurricane Irma where
valuable properties in the heart
of downtown were underwater.
Higher elevation properties will
be worth more in the future.
Some questions to keep in mind
after this is how can decisionmakers formulate strategies
that will make resilience against
climate change in areas that are
at risk equitable? Like Jonathan
Hahn pointed out in his article,
‘’The waters are rising in South
Florida, and simply building a
seawall isn’t going to solve the
climate crisis that’s coming , or
the socioeconomic one that’s
already here” (Hahn, 2018).
I’ve personally never been to
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Miami so writing about the
implications these marginalized
low-income communities will
endure when the city is faced
with sea level rise is strange. I
don’t presume to understand the
level of hardship these groups
have had to endure throughout
their history. However, the thing
that upsets me the most was
that this is yet another example
of how the people in power
that have always benefitted
from keeping the economic
gap between demographics are
getting away with displacing
entire communities because
they are now faced with the
possibility of their luxury
oceanfront villa to be flooded.
Stripping away the heritage of
neighbourhoods by making them
more suited to the likes of the
upper and middle classes.

Envisioning climate futures
After exploring some of the root
causes of the climate issue in
Miami like colonialism, market
capitalism and the effect these
have had on the relocation of
marginalized groups in Miami
in the face of a climate crisis, we
will now explore envisioning
scenarios that strive for the
creation of an equitable and
empowering future for the
marginalized communities in the
Miami area. One of the issues of
great concern surrounding this
problem is how developers go
about the acquisition of property

Conversations on race and climate change
from the communities that are
most vulnerable.
Neighbourhood located at higher
elevations are increasingly
becoming more valuable as
Miami is preparing to deal
with sea level rise, this causes
what Keenan has identified as
‘Climate Gentrification’ through
the redistribution into areas
that are at least risk of flooding
(Keenan, 2018). Developers will
come into their neighbourhoods,
which have been historically
non-white and they will cheat
the people by purchasing land
from them at a much lower price
than market-value. Redevelopers
build luxury properties in these
areas which increases the cost
of living, gentrifying the area,
and making it impossible for
the previous members of the
community to acquire property
in the neighbourhood forcing
them to settle outside their own
communities (Chakraborty,
2014).
At the core of any community
development project, the
emphasis should be placed on
extensive consultation with
local communities prior to
the implementation of the
project itself. The current plan
to deal with sea level rise is
to spend a lot of money on
creating infrastructure that
will withstand these changes.
However, efforts should go
beyond injecting millions
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Neighbourhood located at higher elevations
are increasingly becoming more valuable
as Miami is preparing to deal with sea level
rise, this causes what Keenan has identified
as ‘Climate Gentrification’ through the
redistribution into areas that are at least risk
of flooding (Keenan, 2018).

of dollars into projects that
will improve the resilience of
infrastructure to the effects
of sea level rise, and instead
introduce smart design and
policy with the hopes of
amending years and years of
taking advantage of minorities
that where displaced from
the coast by the very same
developers that, are trying to
relocate them again.
So when it comes to reimagining
what the future will hold for
these communities, you have to
keep in mind the intersections
between racism, legislation,
displacement, and development.
A few things that are not
necessarily progressive but
have proven effective include
giving these communities the
resources to know how much
the value of their properties
actually is, and to equip them
with the tools to fight developers
so that if they want to sell, they

want to sell, they do so at
fair prices. And if they don’t
want to sell, the know how to
assertively get them to retreat
from the comminity. The
hope of this is to stop climate
gentrification by helping these
different communities like
“Little Haiti” and Allapattah,
create a mobilized community
activism network that will
question developers when
they come, or when affluent
residents from coastal areas go
into the neighbourhoods and
try to purchase homes at lower
values, taking advantage of the
community members (Hahn,
2017).
Another way to achieve this is
by having legislation in place
that will ensure that an increase
density and affordable housing
in those buildings go hand
in hand. This puts pressure
on developers to include the
communities as stakeholders and

to maintain the integrity of the
neighbourhoods. More density
in higher elevation but don’t
push out the people or have fair
alternative living plans can be
implemented in different ways.
Density bonuses as ‘Community
Amenity Contributions’ can be
a good way in which the city
of Miami as policy can get
developers to reserve certain
parts of the building that go
towards affordable housing, or
by benefiting the community
culturally, and this is already
being done in cities like
Vancouver. By incentivising
developers that want to build
density in an area they have
to provide an amenity to local
community in form of affordable
housing or cultural planning.
These can include more dance
studios, artists’ studios, and
cultural spaces that will help
retain the culture of the
community as density increases
(City of Vancouver). The city
can also restrict developers on
where they plan on increasing
density, and ideally they would
set up these restrictions in the
neighbourhoods that are already
receiving pressure to re-locate its
constituents.
Another way is realizing the
importance of community. This
is already being done in the
form of community trainings
in vulnerable neighbourhoods
with workshops series. Studies
on food security have found that

the best way to build resilience
is empowering women and girls
in communities (Mercy Corps,
2014). Similarly, an initiative
that brings workshops series for
resilience against climate crises
in the low income neighbourhood
of Allapattah already exists. The
Cleo Institute offers workshop
series called “Empowering
Resilient Women and Girls,
The Power of WE” and it’s
described as “a program for
women and adolescent girls to
connect the dots between climate
change, health risks, economy,
emergency preparedness, and
civic engagement.” The program
is divided in different categories
including “We Learn” plus yoga
class , “WE prepare”, “WE act,
“WE lead”. They offer free child
care, and community dinners
while the communities are
being educated on how to build
resilience against these climate
issues (Cleo Institute, 2019).
A more design based approach
that can help is creating
requirements that coastal
developers have to follow as
special provisions on the design.
Cities all over the world are
already doing this and these
provisions could include green
design, no homes on the ground
level, as well as regulating the
design measures to protect
property and assets against
flooding and sea level rise.
Buildings could have different
types of certification including,
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Water Sense, FSC, GreenSeal,
or Cradle to Cradle materials
(Vierra, 2016). These are
all scenarios that have the
possibility to help in changing
the narrative of inequality
that has been perpetuated onto
marginalized communities by
creating an equitable future built
on the foundation of community
engagement and resilience.
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